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Listen and download Jeeyo Shaan Se (Tamil) audio in Mp3 or
mp4 format. This movie belongs to Hindi language and
original soundtrack of Jeeyo Shaan Se (Tamil) film is
available in Mp3 format of bitrate as high as 1234 Kbps. It
was released on. Jeeyo Shaan Se () is a 1987 Bollywood
action film directed by Kawal Sharma and starring Mithun
Chakraborty, Sanjay Dutt and Govinda in lead roles. The film
is a remake of the 1985 Malayalam film of the same name. It
also stars Vidya Balan in a special appearance, and was
produced by Anupam Kher's production house East West
Films. The film was made on a budget of 2.25 crores. It
turned out to be a hit, and is generally considered one of the
most significant remakes of the Hindi film industry. A
gunman masquerades as a policeman and enters the city,
intending to kill only rich people. However, the people who
come in contact with him find themselves at risk of being
harmed in turn. Jeeyo Shaan Se and the Kajal Aryan movie
share a few striking similarities. It has been stated by The
New Yorker that "the string of deleted scenes released by
East West Films for the Malayalam movie Jeevitha toshiya
pose a suspicion that Jeeyo Shaan Se might have been an



inspiration for Kajal Aryan and that Bollywood was
responding to Kajal Aryan in a direct way." Description: Jeet
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